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3	 As participants for this year’s Only Watch charity auction step forward,  

QP considers five highlights so far.

David Stone

Set up some four years ago by one of the watch-

auctions-world’s most colourful and charismatic 

characters, Osvald Patrizzi, together with the 

patronage of HSH Prince Albert of Monaco, Only 

Watch invites a sizeable portion of the watch 

industry to donate a unique or first-in-the-

series timepiece to be sold during the Monaco 

Yacht Show. The sale provides the brands with 

something of an ideal showcase for their wares, 

on an occasion when the great, the good and the 

fabulously well-heeled will be out in force beside 

the Port d’Hercules. The proceeds from the thirty-

something lots then go on to support the children’s 

charity for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.    

Past highlights include the wonderfully silly 

Franck Muller Crazy Hours Monte Carlo, a 

Scintillating bejewelled Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverse 

and the conspicuously absent DeWitt Incognito, 

which eventually materialised almost a year later.

The 2009 Only Watch contenders are proving just 

as intriguing. Here are just a few of the best.

Patek Philippe 
Among the most coveted of modern Patek 

watches is the Sky Moon Tourbillon; a stunningly 

complex astronomic timepiece which, based on a 

display of the night sky, tracks the movement 

of the stars and the position of the moon. 

First appearing in 2002, the watch uses 

the self-winding Celestial Ref. 5102.

The effect is created by a system of 

stacked sapphire crystal discs, which 

rotate at different speeds and create 

a sense of depth. At the top, on a 

wheel with 356 teeth, is the disc 

with the sky chart on one side 

and the image of the Milky Way 

on the other.

One  
  of a kind
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For this year’s Only Watch, the movement has been updated 

to the Celestial Ref. 5106, which now shows the astronomical 

map on the dial-side and with the addition of a date indicator. 

Housed in a 44.2 mm rose gold case, with a new guilloche 

pattern around the bezel, the watch shows hours and minutes 

in local time, a sky chart, time of the meridian passage of Sirius, 

time of the meridian passage of the moon, lunar orbit, moon 

phases and date, shown around the perimeter of the dial.

Patek Philippe  
Sky Moon Tourbillon.
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Confrérie 
Horlogère  
La Clef du Temp
La Clef du Temp was 

created by Mathisas Buttet 

and a team of seven young 

designers, known collectively 

as Confrérie Horlogère, but 

working under the umbrella 

of BNB Concepts. The hand-

wound tourbillon watch shows 

hours and minutes, a three-day 

power reserve in a 120º section at  

8 o’clock and retrograde running seconds 

at 4 o’clock. 

But what really distinguishes this watch, aside from 

its way-off-in-the-unchartered-future appearance, 

is the three-speed adjustment switch that allows 

the wearer to utterly disregard conventional time 

for a pace that better suits. Position one slows time 

by half so a true hour will appear as 30 minutes; 

position two keeps standard time; and position 

three runs at double speed, which is to say, 30 

minutes appears as a full hour on the dial. 

Cabestan Winch Tourbillon Vertical
The extraordinary chain driven mechanics of 

the Cabestan will already be familiar to those 

who have seen Romain Jerome’s oxidized Titanic  

DNA collaboration, but the story really began four 

years ago with the micro-mechanics virtuoso,  

Jean-François Ruchonnet.

Built around a nautical theme, the Cabestan 

includes a number of features, particularly yacht-

like in appearance. There is the boat wheel at the 

back of the watch; a chain that goes down to the 

‘boat deck’ leading to an anchor (contributing to 

the constant force escapement); there are winches 

and pulleys; and turning the watch upside down 

the view is not unlike that of a boat’s hull.

For Only Watch, Ruchonnet has created the 

Cabestan Winch Tourbillon Vertical, which, as an 

unrelated added bonus, will also be signed by the 

Rally driver, Sébastien Loeb. 

The unusual movement shows hours, minutes,  

seconds and power reserve indicator, on a rotating 

drum, with the seconds indicator on the vertical 

tourbillon. With the Fusée mechanical tourbillon 

and a Swiss lever escapement, the CAB EC 101 

adds up to 1352 components.

Confrérie Horlogère La Clef du Temp.
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MB&F and Sage Vaughn HM2 
The Maximilian Büsser & Friends project should be 

familiar enough; each year the team dream up a 

weird and wonderful design, load it with a cocktail 

of complications and then give it a finish that, 

while fabulously original, invariably leans towards 

‘steampunk’ burlesque. 

For the 2009 Only Watch, the team has returned to 

Horological Machine No.2: a twin-dial space station 

for the wrist, which features retrograde date and  

While fabulously original, 
they generally lean towards 
‘steampunk’ burlesque.

Cabestan Winch Tourbillon Vertical.

MB&F with Sage Vaughn.
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bi-hemisphere moon phases on the left side and 

jumping hours and concentric retrograde minutes 

on the right. (Of this feat of engineering, Büsser 

said, “As far as I am aware, this is the most 

complicated watch ever”).

But the watch itself is only half the story. Büsser 

opened up the case, revealing the movement under 

a sapphire glass and then offered the HM2 to the 

artist Sage Vaughn to use as a canvas. Vaughn, a 

painter who tends to adopt graffiti-like motifs 

in his work, can often be seen highlighting the 

uncomfortable co-existence between nature 

and technology. For his MB&F design, Vaughn 

has drawn gold barbed wire encircling a  

blue butterfly.   

Omega Ploprof
The return of the Omega Seamaster 600, 

perhaps better known as the Ploprof, caused 

a sensation at Baselworld 2009. The 1970s 

classic had been updated with the modern Co-

Axial Calibre 8501, with a free sprung balance, 
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It looked suitably impressive in its new weightier 
oversized case and had taken its diving depth from  
the original 600 m to 1200 m

Omega Ploprof.
NIVACHOC shock absorption technology and twin 

barrels. It looked suitably impressive in its new 

weightier oversized case and had taken its diving 

depth from the original 600 m to 1200 m.

In response to Patrizzi’s charity auction request, 

Omega Vice president, Jean-Claude Monachon 

thought, “Let’s do something a little bit crazy” and 

swapped the stainless steel case for rose gold, 

with a white dial. This unique Ploprof, which comes 

with a white rubber strap, weighs a staggering 

250 grams and features a screwed-in crown and a 

bi-directional rose gold bezel.

The auction will take place on the 24th September 

2009. Contributing brands include: Audemars Piguet, 

Bell & Ross, Blancpain, Breguet, Cartier, Chaumet, 

Chanel, Corum, De Bethune, Frédérique Constant, 

Gerald Charles, Girard-Perregaux, Hermès, Louis 

Vuitton, MB&F, Montblanc, Omega, Patek Philippe, 

Piaget, Tag Heuer, Tourneau Timepieces, Vacheron 

Constantin, Van Cleef & Arpels and Zenith.  8

Further Information:  www.patrizziauction.com/only_watch
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